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A daily independent student press serving
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Alert system sees mixed success

March 13.2008
Volume 101. Issue 117
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Nookies and
Cream, anyone?
Students meet in
Rodgers for the chance
to ask all their burning
questions about the
opposite sex | Page 5
Assisted suicides

to Congress?
Jack Kevorkian was

By Gin» Potthoff
Assistant Campus Editor

The test heard round the campus went off yesterday with
mixed results.
The president's office and
police department authorized
the test of emergency communications methods yesterday at
10:30 a.m., using several different ways to get the message out
to students.

A campus update e-mail
was sent out at 10:39 a.m., stating the University was testing
its Emergency Communication
Plan and that it was only a test.
"The test showed us we are
not as familiar with the Alert
BG software as we should be,"
said Executive Vice President
Linda Dobb.
Alert BG text messages went
out, but there were some glitches
in the messaging depending on

the cell phone providers.
Dobb said the time between
test authorization and actual
communication also needs to
be brought down since it took
nine minutes for the e-mails to
be sent out.
The screens of on-campus
computer lab PCs displayed the
test wallpaper at 10:41 a.m., and
the University homepage displayed the emergency lest message at 10:46 a.m.

The PA systems at the Student
Recreational Center and library
were also used to test the system, and 10 classrooms were
chosen at random to be called
about the test.
Ereshman William Benhani
said he received the campus
update e-mail around 10:30
a.m., but had not known about
it beforehand.
"I already feel safe enough,"
he said, adding he feels safer in

BowlingGreen than in his hometown of Sylvania.
Iienham also said he was glad
they were doing the test, but
thought it wasn't needed.
"1 think it's a good idea," said
senior Elizabeth Plotts.
While Plotts thinks the
University is doing a fine
job making her feel safe
on campus, she thinks
See ALERT | Page 2

released from prison
two years ago and now
wants to wants to run
for Congress | Page 7

Not leaving the
lavatory
Kansas police are called
to remove a woman
from her boyfriend's
toilet after she wouldn't

Mindful meditation
stifles spring stress

get off it for two years

|Page 7
Say no to all the
spring snow
With St. Patrick's Day
and Easter on the way.
it's time for the cold
and snowy weather
to catch up. columnist
Marisha Pietrowski
says | Page 4

It ain't easy
livin' cheaply
As gas prices and
grocery costs rise, it can

By Krirtan Moorwy
Copy Chief

As projects pile up and the semester moves
into its final weeks, many students begin to get
overwhelmed. Sleep becomes precious, illnesses
multiply, and the stress leaves students feeling
mentally cluttered.
But in the midst of the spring chaos, a few
people on campus have mastered a way to melt
the stress that doesn't involve coffee, smoking or
clutching a sand-filled balloon.
Instead, students like Chris Kohrs and Krie
Chapman haw turned to meditation.
"Meditation lets you take a good, hard look at
things." Rohrs said, it's fantastic for de-stressing. It lets you put your mind in a more ordered
See MEDITATE | Page 2

Benefits of Meditation
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Calms the mind
Focuses scattered thoughts
Releases stress and illness
Clarifies life problems
Encourages discipline
Detaches mind from outside
world
Promotes positive thinking
Increases self-esteem, body
image
Relaxes and opens the mind
Allows for focus on a single
issue
Brings light to difficult
decisions

be difficult for college
students to adjust,

EN0CHWU

columnist Kampire

■■'EB6NEWS

SHIFT: Owner Doug Doren stands in front of Brathaus alter becoming its new owner

Bahana writes | Page 4

Brathaus changes
hands after 32 years

Falcons lose at
The Q 52-48
Despite a loss to Toledo
in the first MAC
tournament game, the

New owner Doug Doren said hell be
making only minimal changes to the bar

men's basketball team
still considers the season

By Freddy Hunt
Assistant City Editor

I

If you were in the Union
[instead of outside for a
fire drill], what would you
be doing?

EMILY LUTHER,
Sophomore. Intvn. Specialist

I

Brathaus has changed owners
— and not much else.
Yesterday, Doug Doren,
Bowling Green native and
University alum, became the
new owner of Brathaus, a bar
on East Court Street.
Doren, who also owns SkyBar on North Main Street,
said he appreciates the environment at Brathaus and
doesn't plan on changing it
much physically.
"I want to maintain the
nostalgia and character of
the place because it hasn't
changed much in the past 20
years," Doren said.
Former owner Samir. Araj,
who had owned Brathaus since
1976, said it was time for him

"Socializing with my
friends and my burrito"
|Pag.4

TODAY
AM Showers
High: 48. Low: 54

TOMORROW
AM Shower
High: 49. Low: 29

^

to sell because his "energy just
isn't in it anymore."
"When you own it for 32
years you tend to slow dou n."
Araj said. "I'm at the age
where I'm going to be retiring
soon. It needs a more younger
manager."
Araj said every new owner
will have new ideas and ways to
improve the bar, but that he is
glad that Doren wants to keep
the same look.
There are only two major
changes that Brathaus needed,
Doren said.
First, Brathaus will now
accept credit cards as a form
of payment. Being a cash only
bar was probably the biggest
complaint Doren said he heard
from customers.
See BRATHAUS I Page 2

U.S. counties fall short of smog regulations; EPA to tighten standards
ByH.Jos.fH.btrt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The air in
hundreds of U.S. counties is
simply too dirty to breathe,
the government said yesterday, ordering a multibilliondollar expansion of efforts to
clean up smog in cities and
towns nationwide.
The
Environmental
Protection Agency announced
it was tightening the amount
of ozone, commonly known as
smog, that will be allowed in
the air.
But the lower standard still
falls short of what most health
experts say is needed to significantly reduce heart and asthma
attacks from breathing smog-

clogged air.
EPA Administrator Stephen
lohnson called the new limits
"the most stringent standards
ever," and he said they will
require 345 counties — out of
more than 700 that are monitored — to make air quality improvements because they
now have dirtier air than is
healthy to breathe.
lohnson said that state and
local officials have considerable time to meet the requirements — as much as 20 years for
some that have the most serious
pollution problems. EPA estimates that by 2020 the number
of counties failing to meet the
new health standard will drop
to about 28.
About 85 counties still fall

short of the old standard enacted a decade ago.
Some of those chronic polluters are far above the old limit.
I.os Angeles County and a large
swatch of southern California,
for example, and a long stretch
from Washington up to New
England on the East Coast.
Some areas that would be
newly included under the stricterstandardincludelndianapolis
and Cleveland's Cuyahoga
County in the Midwest; Mobile,
Ala., and Jacksonville, Fla., in
the South and El Paso. Texas,
and Tulsa, Okla., out West.
All of Florida and Oklahoma
currently comply with the smog
standard. Nine counties in each
state are unable to meet the
tougher requirement.

ADAMROUNIItn

APPHOIO

POLLUTION: Smog covers midtown Manhattan in New York in this July 10.2007. photo
The air in more than 500 US counties is simply too dirty to breathe, the government says.
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From Page 1

327 P.M.
A wallet was reported stolen at
Uptown/Downtown.Bar on North
Main Street
10 44 PM.
il containing a digital camera
was reported stolen at Amvets on
North Mam Street.

WEDNESDAY
2:42 A.M.
Jeffrey R. Burgstrom. 27 of
Columbus, was cited for operating
lo while under the influence
of alcohol.

BRATHAUS
From Page 1
Second, Doren said he also
intends to reintroduce the
legal Joint, Brathaus's signature drink, in its original hour
glass shaped tumbler.
Doren said stopping in at
BrathailS for a quirk legal Joint
chugging contest used to be a
tradition. When Brathaus started
serving the signature drink out of
a plastic cup, Doren said he was
very turned off and hopes resurrect the tradition by offering a
S2 legal Joint special through
March and April.
like the pictures on the walls
and the seats at the bar, the staff
is also staying. Doren said the
entire Brathaus staff will have the
opportunity to keep their Jobs,
Brathaus
bartender
Luke
Warner said he is glad the only
thing really changing is the
owner.
"I've worked at other bars and
I enjoy this atmosphere the most
and the clientele that comes in,"
Warner said.
The customers at Brathaus
arc different than what Doren
said he is familiar with at
sky Bar,
I'm excited about the prospect
nt managing two bars that are
polar opposites." Doren said.
"Sky Bar being an 18-and-up
dance, Brathaus a more chill
jukebox scene."
And the location of the two
bars couldn't be better. Doren
said — only 80 feet apart, backdoor to backdoor.

dents can learn to think more
positively and stop worrying
about the past or future, Kovar
added.
"(Meditation hasl changed
my whole outlook on life," she
said. "You learn to accept and
love yourself for who you are. It's
like going to church."
Kohrs added that meditation is also an excellent tool for
decision making. In his own life.
Rohrs meditates to solve anything from academic worries to
relationship struggles.
"|Meditation| helps bring (he
problem into sharp focus," he
said. "It lets me clear the extra
stuff out of my head and makes
you aware of what's going on in
your life."
This is particularly true during the final weeks of school, he
said, noting that students can
find calm in the midst of all the
stress by meditating for even just
five minutes.
"When final projects are
crashing down, the ability to

Chakras, she said, are seven
energy channels in the body
that, with focus, can be opened
to help rid a person of illnesses.
Belzer added that several of
his students have come in with
chronic migraines or depression
and have learned to relieve their
symptoms by mindfully focusing on their own bodies.
"You bring attention to the
pain and notice what it feels like.
That helps manage the pain and
reduce suffering," he said.
But despite the benefits meditation has to offer, it's not an easily adopted skill.
Chapman said meditation,
especially for long periods of
time, takes a lot of discipline
and isn't something that fits
into people's normal thought
patterns.
"With everything around us,
we're not made to focus like
that. We're constantly analyzing
everything, so it can be difficult,"
she said. "It can be frustrating
for some people."
Kovar agreed, saying meditation is not as easy as it sounds.
It takes a lot of practice and
self-control before people can
be fully aware of their body
and emotions.
"Everybody has a hard time
meditating at first," she said. "It's
really harxl to concentrate on
only one thought and relax your
mind. It could take a year for
(releasing ilinessl to happen."
But that's no reason to give up,
she said. As long as a person goes
into the session with a clear and
open mind, learning to meditate
will happen naturally.
University
yoga
and

ALERT

meditation instructor Kate
Curatti added that anyone
can meditate with just a few
environment tweaks.
To try it at home, she said,
people should find a quiet space
with minimal distractions. They
can also consider adding candles or soft music to make the
session more welcoming. Once
situated, people should sit on a
comfortable pillow on the floor,
close their eyes and focus on
the rip of the nose where breath
enters and exits the body.
This careful focus lets the person quiet the mind and work on
eliminating all other thoughts,
Curatti said. But if thoughts do
pop up, the student should try
not to answer them.
"lust see the thoughts as
passing clouds in the mind,"
she said. "The body is able to
relax even more deeply while
the mind may experience bliss
or peace."
Rohrs described a similar
process for his own meditation sessions, emphasizing
its convenience.
"You don't need any special equipment," he said. "The
mind frame you approach it
with will (determine! the success of the session."
But moreimportantly, Belzer
said, people must acknowledge the key to meditation is
in its simplicity.
"We're so used to explaining
ideas and concepts that it seems
impossible for something as
simple as meditation to be useful," he said.
"It's not easy, but it's really
simple."

From Page 1
administrators
could
also
ensure safety by dealing with
mental health issues before
they become too serious.
Even though around 4,000 students and faculty have already
signed up for Alert BG, Dobb said
she was surprised by the amount
of students who didn't know
what Alert BG was.
In the Union computer lab
containing 75 students, only
12 of them had signed up for
the Alert BG test messaging,
Dobb said.
"It's very hard to get the word
out," she said.
Although Plotts doesn't have
Alert BG yet, she said she would
consider getting it.
According to
Dobb,
the
University of North Carolina is
making a program similar to the
Alert BG system mandatory for
all of their students and faculty.
Though the University isn't
planning on making Alert BG
mandatory, Dobb would like to
get more of the nearly 25,000
students, faculty and staff
signed up.
Today is our first step toward
improving our system and we
will continue to look for new
methods of getting the word out
there. Dobb said.
The University will probably test the emergency communications methods once a
semester because Dobb feels
there is a need for redundancy
and methodology.
"We don't want this |test| to be
a fact of life, but we need to learn
that it is a fact of life," Dobb said.
The crisis management team
will be meeting in a couple of
weeks to d iscuss t he effect iveness
and dmelineSS of the test and to
look for ways to improve it.

fashion than lire jumble it usually is."
Chapman agreed, adding that
meditation helps her detach
from all the activities she does
throughout the semester.
"Most of the time, I feel scattert)riiinedwitliever\iJiinglhave
to do," she said. "|Meditation|
helps me focus on one thing."
But Kohrs and Chapman
aren't the only ones reaping the
rewards ofMiddle Eastern mindfulness practice. A recent trend
iir both yoga and meditation has
cycled through 1 loOywood and
lop-name fitness centers, and
is now reaching down to people
everywhere — including at the
University.
In fact, student interest at the
University was so high that the
philosophy department decided
to introduce a meditation class
in 1996, said professor Marvin
Belzer, who has taught the
totally empty your head is
course since its inception.
great," he said. "You can enjoy
The class is held almost
things more."
every fall, he said, and an averIn addition (o the emotional
age of 35 to 50 students register
benefits of meditation. Belzer
and Kovar also emphasized the
each year.
"People appreciate being in
physical advantages that come
with mindfulness. In particusilence," Belzer said, "It can
lar, both instructors said that
be a very simple thing, but I
admire them because they're
with practice, people who
willing to work."
meditate can learn to release
symptoms of illness, including
As part of the class, students participate in meditation
migraines, mental anxiety and
retreats that last up to an entire
other physical pain.
weekend and involve almost
"It's mind over body," Kovar
constant silence as students
said. "Eventually, you can meditate chakras and release stress
alternate between sitting and
walking meditations.
and mental problems."
Duringthistimcsnidentsare
taught to focus on their breath,
calm down and fully recognize
tin-sensations of their body.
"Meditation is bringing
attention to a moment-bymoment experience," Belzer
said. "It's hard, very hard work.
But I love it."
Both Belzer and University
fitness instructor Betsy Kovar
said there are more benefits to
meditation than simply enjoying quiet retreats. In fact, Kovar
said, meditation can help students relieve both physical and
emotional sfressors.
"We're so blinded by egos
and materialism and drama,"
she said. "Eastern culture and
philosophy lets you get rid of
CHRISTINA MCGIKNIS I THSBGNEWS
those worries."
HIT THE BOOKS: Students often have trouble managing the stress ol final projects, which has led some to turn to meditation for relief
Through meditation, stu-
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Office
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"Guess what? I have Haws. What
are they? Oh I donno. I sing In
the shower? Sometimes I spend
too much time
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Occasionally I'll hit somebody
with my car. So sue me- no,
don't sue me. That Is opposite
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- Michael Scott
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Get Connected!
Get Experience!
Get Active!
Get Excited!
Get Pumped!

GET
INVOLVED!

First 50
receive a

by

Staging to

TONIGHT

APPLY TODAY FOR

Brewsters
Pourhouse

STUDENT BUDGET COMMITTEE
Get great budgeting and accounting experience
while working with hundreds of student organizations.

10 p.m. -1 a.m.

Applications are available online at
www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved/orgs

Doors Open at 9 p.m.

All applications are due March 26

Pommo '

Activities

or other ways to get involved,

OiintiM at Student Allaire

please contact us at (419) 372-2343

BGSU

18 & Up | No Cover Charge
Live Music | Free Pop

For more information on
Student Budget Committee

OFFICE OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union | (419) 372-2343
involvedabgsu.edu i www.bgsu.edu/getinvolved

FREE
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GET A LIFE

AT THE BLACK SWAMP PUB

Rodgers hosts sex
education session
to answer questions

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
SOT* evwBlakm from evemsbgsuedu

2-6p.m
Student Support Services
Success Conference
228 Union

4 - 6 p.m.
A Conversation with Dr.
John Scott
207 Union

By Matt Liau*

4 - 6 p.m.
Chinese Student
Association- Chinese
Items Sale

Reporter

Tampons, organ sizes, and sexual fantasies were just a few of
the topics discussed in Rodgers
Residence Hall last night.
A group of more than 30
students gathered on the west
lounge in Rodgers for an ice
cream social cleverly titled
"Nookies and Cream."
The main objective of the
event was to raise awareness
in sex education in the residence hall by allowing students to anonymously ask
questions they wonder about
the opposite sex.
RAs McKenzie Conrad and
Robert Bell planned the meeting and led the discussion as
they pulled out folded papers
containing the written questions in plastic tubs and read
them out loud. Students shared
ice cream as the discussion
between the genders began.
Conrad and Bell both said
that it was their main priority to hold meetings discussing what the students find the
most interesting.
The questions generated
many giggles and laughs from
around the room, as the questions grew from first date scenarios to serious questions
about sexual encounters. But
all the questions sparked conversations from around the
room. In some instances, the
two different sexes would battle out opinions.
One question read, "Why
do guys lie about hanging out
with ex-girlfriends if nothing
happened?"
The males in attendance
jumped at the opportunity to
voice an opinion. After a few
moments of debate, the room
seemed to agree on a conclusion: "...because a girlfriend

Union Table Space

6 - 7 p.m.
Putting the Scholar into
Scholarships!
007 Kohl
7 -10 pm.
Cru Meeting
101 Okcamp

10 pm-I a.m.
"Stand out by Staying In"
Debunkify event- Public
Relations Student Society
of America
Brewster's Pourhouse

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Fife alarms were sounded twice yesterday in the student Union, prompting
evacuations.
The cause of the alarms has not yet
been determined, but there was no
actual fire, according to Media Relations
Director Ten Sharp.

Did You Know...
Gloucestershire
airport in England
used to blast Tina
Turner songs on the
runways to scare
birds away.

«J
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"I think it gave [the
students] a great
opportunity... to ask
questions."
Robert Bell | Resident Adviser
never wants their boyfriend
with an ex."
The mood remained lighthearted as the night progressed.
"If you guys just do whatever
we say. we'll be alright," claimed
one female student humorously. Many harmless jokes were
exchanged throughout the hour
to lighten the awkward silences
from the embarrassing questions that arose.
Other interesting questions
were raised, such as "How is it
for a girl to walk around naked
in front of other members of
the same sex in a locker room?"
and "How does it feel for a guy
when he crosses his legs?" Such
questions brought on interesting conversations and jokes.
"I think it gave [the students] a great opportunity to
ask questions they would not
usually ask," Bell said, as the
questions ranged from topics
of the silent treatment, jealousy
among the different sexes and
even homophobia.
The group also focused on
sexual education, handed out
information pamphlets and
free condoms at the end of the
50-minute meeting.
At the end of the night, the
students had the chance to
speak their minds and talk
about things that students
are faced with in their college
years. Both Conrad and Bell
were happy with the turnout,
saying "we're really excited about bringing up such
a topic."

ENOCH WU

NAMESAKE: Jurrors Callie Koroici and Mkhle Ferenci race lo match a name to a random audio clip ol a song The Black Swamp Pub
hosted "Name That Tune" yesterday evening.

MAC finds a way to share soles
with third world countries
By Scott Rctkcr
Reporter

The Mid-American Conference
has found a way that students
can help the needy, without
emptying their wallets.
The University's Student
Athlete Advisory Committee
is teaming up with the other
12 MAC schools to form the
MAC Mile fundraiser, which
will collect shoes for third
world countries throughout
the month of March.
"We thought this would be a
nice way for us to try to make
a difference, and to give back,"
SAAC President Stephanie
Swiger said. "We know that
everyone has a ton of extra
shoes in their closet."

Throughout the month students can drop off virtually any
type of shoes in bins located in
all residence halls, the Union
and the lobby of Anderson arena
Swiger think-, student participation should not be a problem.
"We know a college kid might
not have $5 to give to charity,*
Swiger said."I know they have an
old pair of tennis shoes that still
have a lot of miles on them."
SAAC Vice President lindsey
lonkhoff said participants are
helping themselves, as well as
the needy.
"It's really a benefit for the person because it helps clean out
their closet," lonkhoff said.
The MAC Mile will be collaborating with the Share Your
Soles organization at the end of

the month. Alter the schools are
finished collecting the shoes the
Share Your Soles organization
will prepare and ship the shoes
Share Your Soles foundei
Mona Purely started the organization alter she witnessed little
children in Guatemala running
a race barefoot, with only tar
protecting their feet She encourages students togi\cli>chai in ,is
much as possible.
"Give up something you like,
to give someone something they
need," Purdy said.
Although the MAC Mile is

only asking for shoes, donations
will be accepted at the conference basketball tournament In
Cleveland, and will go towards
helping to clean the shoes, and
shipping them overseas,

Semester Leases
/
\

MTEHTION BG<

Regis
2008

I Editor Applications

Registration begins for:
March 1 7
March 1 9
March 2 15
April 1
April 8
flnril
ttpni 1 14
April 1 18

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
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Guest Students

for Editor of The BG News

Are now being accepted by the
University Board of Student Publications.

The following positions are available:

Don't miss out! See your advisor now!
Pre-Major Advising and UPAS
Arts & Sciences
Business Administration
Education & Human Development
Health & Human Services
Musical Arts
Technology
Firelands

Register using

101 University Hall

372-8943

205 Administration Building

372-2015

371 Business Administration Buildinc

372-2747

365 Education Building

372-7372

102 Hearth Center

372 8242

1031 Moore Musical Arts Building

372-2181

102 Technology Building

372-7581

101 West Building

372-0676

BG News Editor
Summer 2008

BG News Editor
2008-2009 Academic Year

Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall
Applications due: 5 p.m. on Friday, March 14 in 204 West Hal

My.BGSU.edu

To find your exact registration day and time, go to the
Office of Registration and Records website at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/reglstrar

BGSU.

Office of Registration and Records

Phone 419-372-4444
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"When final projects are crashing down, the ability to totally empty your head is
great. -Chris Rohrs, a student talking about meditation, [see story, pg.1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET, UNION FIRE ALARM EDITION: »** ™* , the union, what would you be d^?
"I would be having

"Eating food and

"Eating at a table and

"Finishing eating

Starbucks and

maybe sleeping

not on the ground."

and going to the

studying for my

somewhere."

k

Have your own late on

computer lab"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

physics quiz."
JOHN COOK.

BETH BOWMAN.
Sophomore. Exerose Soence

AARON COKER.
Junior. Biology

REBECCA COMSTON.
Junior. Exercise Science

#TE£ BfcEAK

"I almost had a

shopping."

Sulking in a snowy
March wonderland
"I can't help but
wonder how green
the Chicago River
will become if it's
still frozen."
winter break, and didn't carry
over into the next semester!
It's not just the difficult weather trends that are adding to the
confusion and frustration over
the seasons. This year, both daylight-saving time and the Faster
holiday are especially early in
the year. Both of these events are
usually a gorxi indication that
spring has arrived, and that the
end of the school year is looming
closer than ever.
This is no longer the case
this year instead of pushing
the clocks forward one hour, it
appears they should have been
pushed back two months. White
Christmases are rarer and rarer
we're more likely to receive a
white Valentine's Day.
Many students are preparing
for the St. Patrick's Day holiday
on Monday; while they will have
more sunlight during the day
as compared to year's past, this
time shift will not fix the cold
temperatures and possible snow
accumulation that can arrive on
that day.
The holiday celebrates Irish
tradition, and nothing about
Bowling Green currently reminds
me of the lush Irish country
sides. At this rate, I can't help but
wonder how green the Chicago
River will become if it's still frozen
over from this weather.
As the holiday is four days
before spring begins, normally winter is winding down,
although this isn't the case this
year. Maybe that's another reason the University wants spring
break over St. Patrick's Day; the
weather may actually reflect the

feedback at bgnewsfom.

Broke college students, take heed
heart attack the last
time I went grocery

MARKGOREY i THE i«. NEWS

a question? Give us your

Sophomore. Biology
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This area of the country seems
to be suffering from a case of
mistaken identity, or is stuck in
one time frame and refuses to
move forward.
Now that the ides of March
are Hearing, it should be time for
green grass, flowers, sunshine
and warm weather. Easter is right
around the comer, and the decorations for the holiday reflect
the general trends of the season,
with bright colors that reflect die
general feelings of happiness that
spring yields. St. Patrick's Day is
also approaching, and this holiday is synonymous with four leaf
dovers and all tilings green.
Now, look outside your window.
There is very little in the atmosphere that is connected to these
holidays in any way.
Mounds of white or ugly
and dirty snow lie everywhere
on campus from spring break
storms, and more accumulation
was added this week. The temperatures are still almost as frigid
as they were when this spring
semester began.
It seems as though the last
eight weeks didn't happen;
it's as if it's still the middle of
January, and hopefully, this
unfortunate trend will change
in the near future.
For many University students
who live in the three C's in Ohio,
this past week was less of a
spring break, and more of a winter whiteout. Major cities simply
shut down this past weekend,
with some areas receiving as
much as 20 inches of snow in a
single day and weekend.
Looking back, while it was
cold, the three-week winter
break at the end of last semester deserved the title of "spring
break" more than this last week
did. If only winter only lasted
those three weeks we had off for

VISIT US AT
BGNEVVS.COM

If you spent Spring Break
battling massive snow drifts
in your driveway instead of
on the be-daiquiri-ed beach,
I feel your pain. A week of
debauchery in sunnier climes
is prohibitively expensive,
and with global commodity
prices looking the way they
do, you probably did well to
save your pennies.
This week gas prices hit a
new record high. Not that that
should come as a surprise to
anyone — over the past few
years it seems gas prices have
been breaking more records
than an Olympic athlete.
Gas prices are not as high
on my list of reasons to riot

because I walk everywhere, my
landlady foots the heating bill
in the ancient building I inhabit
and 1 come from a country that
is not the world's largest oil
consumer and therefore does
not get a fat discount the way
we do here.
Unfortunately, I can't sit
back and laugh vindictively as
drivers tearfully fill their tanks
because gas prices affect commodity prices, and I almost had
a heart attack the last time I
went grocery shopping.
Perhaps you've noticed it
too. After a 30-year golden
age of stability, the price of
basic foods has seen a sharp

increase in the past couple
of years. Gas prices affect
the price of all commodities,
pushing up production and
transportation costs.
Oil prices are not the only
significant factor. Think about
our food choices; a grain-based
staple and maybe a vegetable
relish if you're lucky, meat only
at Christmas — only if you're
one of the world's poorest.
More likely you eat three
solid meals a day of mostly
meat, fat and processed carbohydrates, not any healthier and
definitely less efficient.
One kilogram of beef takes
10,000 to 13,000 liters of water
to produce, compared to the
1,000 or so liters it takes to
produce a kilogram of wheat.
It takes about 3,000 pounds of
corn and grain to feed the cow
that gave its life for that
See KAMPIRE I
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Buying and selling and charging, oh my
"Flash, flash, buy, busy, everywhere,
everything is fast-paced, and interestgrabbing; I suppose to be conducive to our
A friend of mine has been
helping me build a computer
from scratch. This is something that both he and 1 enjoy
doing, so we tend to playaround a lot with parts, dollar
amounts and designs.
Once we had finished goofing off, we came up with two
ideas for possible computers
to build; a lower-end, bare
necessities PC and a high-end
computing dynamo.
Basically, when finished, my
friend created a side-by-side
comparison of the two PC's. He
presented the document to me
in this way; Chad, we can either
take the lower-end PC and build
onto that, or subtract features
from the high-end version. Of
course, my first reaction was to
go for the gold! I want high-end
gear, don't you?
What I did not realize at the
time, however, was that 1 was
committing a frightful consumer fallacy.
It wasn't until later that I
could apply the knowledge
from some recent reading
from a field known as behavioral economics.
F.veryone is trying to sell you
something. Whether by a smile
to sell their personality to you,
or literally at a marketplace,
where everyone wants you to

culture of ADD."
buy what they have.
In many respects, the extent
to which people advertise their
goods can be sickening, but
that may be the price we pay
to have access to whatever we
want to buy.
For instance, what was
intended to be quality time
with my roommate the other
day, turned into my leaving the
room and reading a book.
I am amazed at how people
can spend hours and hours
staring at a television screen.
1 stopped watching TV a few
years ago, and I think that this
has dulled my expectations of
what I would see on TV.
The other day, I plopped
down on the couch and
watched a bit with my roommate, but I seriously had to
leave within a half -hour
because of the commercials.
You're simply bombarded
with them!
Flash, flash, buy, busy,
everywhere, everything is fastpaced, and interest-grabbing; 1
suppose to be conducive to our
culture of ADD.

As it were, the whole experience nearly made me sick,
especially the commercials
where everyone in a store is
buying things like clockwork,
presenting their credit cards,
and leaving the cashier at
regular intervals.
Then, one man tries to pay
using cash and the whole system falls apart.
In the commercial, everyone's shopping experience is
ruined because the gentleman
held up the line, preventing
everyone from their consumption obsession.
Behavioral economics looks
at these phenomena and tries to
explain them. Though behavioral economics contains the
tag of'economics,' this ain't
your professor's economics.
Traditional economics would
explain the observations that
I have made by saying that
people are rational, they know
what they are doing — and why
would you interfere with rational behavior?
However, when it comes to
the science of choice, behav-

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor

WE'VEGOTABLOG!

■ E-mail us at tttenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union Information
Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

Check out your favorite Forum
columnists, unhinged and
online, reasoned and ranting:
bgnewsforum.blogspot.com

ioral economics has much to
teach us.
Where traditional economics explains consumer behavior as mere rational calculation, behavioral economics
suggests that maybe we aren't
so rational.
Let's look back at my first
dilemma. In "The Paradox of
Choice," Barry Schwartz suggests that a similar bind often
afflicts most people.
Schwartz uses experiments to
show us just how irrational we
are when it comes to various,
regular, consumer behaviors.
The key word here is regular.
Schwartz and Dan Ariery,
author of another book
I'm reading, "Predictably
Irrational," both suggest that we
regularly react in similar, irrational ways when we are trying
to participate in the market.
If they are correct, then these
books should be in a lot of classroom curricula.
If people predictably act
according to irrational models,
they can be regularly duped.
And that probably means
that we are regularly duped.
Indeed, one of the virtues
of "Predictably Irrational"
is that Ariely gives real-life
examples of marketing campaigns, which prey on consumers' irrationality.
The lessons contained in
these books, after reading
them, will slap you in the
face each time you get out
your wallet.
I have done the research for
you, and the tricks necessary
for being sharper consumers lie
right at your fingertips. Do you
think it's rational not to read
about them?

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

— Respond to Chad at
thenews@bgnews.com.
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Look at rising dining
prices, not sports arenas

changing season and spring
break would actually have
spring-like weather.
I Uon't know if it is just a
horribly prolonged case of the
aptly- named Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD), but this
weather is frustrating and tiresome. Every other day, the snow
seems to pile up again, and it's
time to dig out cars, doorways
and driveways in an effort to get
to where we need to go. I carrt
remember the last time I wore
my winter boots as much as I
have this year, and it feels like
I'll never wear anything else but
them as a result of the neverending winter.
Sure, the semester is halfway
over, but it's gloomier outside
that it was when it started eight
weeks ago. The calendar says
that we're getting closer and
doser to spring, but it feels
like we're farther away from it
than we were when the spring
semester started. I'm making
a personal plea to the weathermen; please give us better
forecasts! Winter has worn out
its welcome, and spring is long
overdue. As the old saying goes,
"March comes in like a lion and
goes out like a lamb."
Well, the first part of that
adage couldn't be more accurate. The lion is obviously angry
about something this year,
because it seems as though he
won't go away.
Let's just hope that the second
maxim holds true as well, and
the weather outside will reflect
what the calendar says.

From Page 4

I found it disconcerting to discover that we are receiving $8
million for a new convocation
center, while meal plan rates
and residence hall fees are
going to increase next fall.
I support our school and hope
that our athletes do well, but
they are not the only students at
the University.
We already have Anderson
Arena to house basketball and
volleyball games, and as a frequent reader of The BG News,
I have not seen any indication
that it is inadequate.
As far as speakers and events,
I have attended several of these
in my time here, and found the
Union and other existing buildings to be adequate venues.
On the other hand, an
increase in meal plan and
residence hall rates will make
it more difficult for the general student body to afford to
go to school here, especially
since dorms and meal plans
are mandatory for freshmen
and sophomores.
A donation to the University
would be much better suited to
defraying these costs.
It was very kind of the Strohs
to donate $8 million to the
University, but 1 hope that in
the future, donations will go
towards necessities, not frivolous improvements.
—AdrienneM. Orlando
Sophomore, Liberal Studies

KAMPIRE
From Page 4

beautiful thick steak.
Over the lifetime of that
cow, you could feed 20 people with the same amount
ofcorn.
As countries like China
and India continue to grow
at a rapid pace, millions
of people enter the global
middle-class and goddamn
it, they want a Big Mac, too.
All of this puts strain on
resources and prices.
Explosive population
growth and global warming are putting increased
pressure on the planet.
Desertification in Africa and
socio-economic instability means that the poorest
region of the world cannot
produce enough food to support itself.
In Australia, usually the
world's second largest grain
producer, severe drought has
left global wheat stocks at its
lowest level since 1979. The
price of wheat has risen 130
percent in the past year.
Our responses to climate
change are not helping either.
The increasing push to use
biofuels like ethanol — which
in the U.S. are mostly made
from corn — has also pushed
up prices. By 2010 ethanol
production will account

TOMORROW IN FORUM
A column by Jess Hylton and a
look into mental health by
Ally Blankartz.
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"Unless we begin to
show some concern
for the rising cost
of living, we all may
end up a lot closer
to eating mud."

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU
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for 30 percent of U.S. corn
crop. Corn prices have
already risen 30 percent since
March 2007.
What does that mean for us
students here in BG? While
we may not be as hard hit
as poor people in Haiti who
are eating dirt, or families in
Cairo who have cut down to 2
meals a day, rising prices hurt
our already battered budgets.
With salaries not moving
anywhere near as quickly as
prices and ever-rising college
costs, rising prices of everyday goods matters.
Prices at the Falcon's Nest
are already too expensive
unless you have a meal plan
or a trust fund.
This week, the Board of
Trustees announced that
the cost of meal plans will
increase next year.
Unless we begin to show
some concern for the rising
cost of living, we all may end
up a lot closer to eating mud.
Don't let the University
gouge you into paying more
than you have to for a basic
need.
Dining services may not
be able to control world food
prices, but that's no excuse
for charging $3 for a scoop of
mac and cheese.
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Schedule subject to change

check us out online:
bgnews

— Respond to Marislia at
theneuis@bgneuis.com.

— Respond to Kampiiv at
lhenews@bgnews.com.

• 330 N. Church St. ■ $810
• 338 N. Church St. - $650
• 433 N. Enterprise - $725
• 441 N. Enterprise ■ $810

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

3 Bedroom Houses

419-352-5620
www. newloverentals. com
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OK. SO MY SUBS KALUT AREN'T GOURMET AMD

ESTABLISHED M CHARLESTON, IL

^tAMY lOHjy,^

ttt 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABIUTY.

HE'S* HOT FtEHCM EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT S ALL1 I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTY!
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festival series
Bowling Green State University

07-08

Dianne Reeves, jazz vocalist
Friday, March 14, 2008
8 p.m.. Kobacker Hall / Moore Musical Arts Center

Advance Tickets:
$30, $25 & $18

Ty

G^ORLDS CREATES1
G°"RMET SANDW1CB*>

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Corpoiate Headquarters Champaign. II

III ol my tasty sat sandwiches ire i lull 8 inches ol
homemade French bread, flesh veggies and the finest
meals & cheese I can buy! And it it matters to you.
we slice everything flesh everyday in ibis store, right
here where you can see it. (Ho mystery meat bete!)

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My dob sandwiches hate twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fiesh baked tbich sliced /grain btead or my lamous
homemade liench biead!

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

#| PEPE*

PLAIN SLIMS™

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese

Iny Sub minus the veggies and sauce

k fill 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

SUM I

*8 BILLY CLUB

garnished wild lettuce, tomato and mayo.

#2 BIG JOHN4

Ham I cheese

SLIM 2 Roast led

Choice toast beel. smoked bam. provolone cheese.

Medium rare choice roast bee), topped with

SLIM 3 Tuna salad

Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. £ mayo.

yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato.

SLIM 4 T.iieybreasi

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*

SLIM 5 Salami, capicola. cheese

Fresh housemade tuna, miied with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato. (My tuna racks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
leal genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked bam.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce tomato.

SLIM 6 Double piovolone

onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

(Too bat'ta otder hot peppers just ash!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB";

Day of Performance:
$33, $28 & $21

fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,

* full 1/4 pound if fresh sliced medium rare

tomato, alfalla sprouts, and mayo. (The original)

roast beef, provilone. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

To order. calU1v/372-8171
or 800/589-2224

#5 VITO*

supported in part by
President Sidney A Ribeau

vinaigtelie. (Hot peppers by request)

BOSU. College of Mu sical Arts

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, piovolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. S a real tasty Italian

#6 VEGETARIAN

$5

piovolone. and tons ol lettoce. tomato, and mayo!
(i very traditional, yet always eiceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB

Layers ol provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spiead. allalla sprouts, sliced cucumber,

BOX IUNCHCS. rut tins. riRTIlS!

lettuce tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gomnel sub not

DEllVEItOIOFIlS will include a delivery

loi icgetaiians only

charge ol 35c per item <-/-ioc).

peace dude!)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*J
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION'.!'

J.J.B.L.T.*

■ JIMMYJ0HNS.COM **•»

lacon. lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(The only bettet III is mama's BIT)

®

Fresh baked turkey breast, pmolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, aid
mayo' (It's the teal dial, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB
Dnuhle piovolone. teal atocado spiead. sliced
cucumber, allalla sprouts, lettuce, tomato. 4 mayo
(Tty it oi ay /grain whole wheat btead. Ibis veggie
sandwich is world class!)

* SIDE ITEMS *
• Soda Pop

S1.Z9/S1-49

• Ciaat chocolate chip 01 oatmeal raisin cookie .

SI 50

• Deal potato chips 01 |umbo kosher dill pickle... SO 99

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*J

THE JJ.
GARGANTUAN
This

sandwich

was

invented

Boast beel. turkey breast.lettoce.tomato.& mayo
li Imencan classic, cettainly not intoned by JJ. bit
by

Jimmy John's brother Huey. It's huge

Eitia load ol meal

$1.40

enough to feed the hungriest of all

Iitia cheese or eitra atocado spread

$0 99

humans! Ions ol genoa salami, sliced

$0.40

smoked ham. capicola. roast heel.
turkey & provolone. jammed into

• Hot Peppers

one of our homemade French buns

ONLY$l(100°°/mo. + util.

?

Amenities: washerjdryw
microwave
AAS log fireplace
2 car sarage
walk In closets
large yard

definitely tweaked and line-tuned to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*J
The same as our #3 Totally Tuna eicept Ibis one has
a lot more. Fresh housemade tona salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber lettuce. & tomalo.

then smothered with onions, mayo.

#16 CLUB LULU"*

Onion, lettuce, allalla sprouts, tomato, mayo, sliced

lettuce, tomato. & our homemade

Fresh sliced totkey breast, bacon, lettoce. tomato.

cucumber Dijon mustard, nil & vinegar, and oregano.

Italian dressing.

& mayo. (JJ's oiiginal lutbey I bacon club)

FREEBIES ISUBS S CLUBS ONLYI

S WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK ^
BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

419.352.7200

O^ «rW> (VoMer foft
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"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"
HIS 1112 2113 2M4 2011 JIMMt JOHN Sltl«C«ISl ill 111 lltniS IISIIIII It Iciini 111 liftl !■ Halt liy ■■■■Cllir.ll
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'Dr. Death' to run for competitive Michigan Congress seat
By K»n Thomas
The Associated Press

"Jack is in great spirits, and he intends
to do this. He just hopes for some
honesty in the government."

WASHINGTON
tafetedaddde
advocate lack Kevorkian plans to
run for Confess,
His congressional nin is complicating a Michigan race ihat is
expected to he among the most
competitive hi the nation.
nie so-called "Dr. Death," who
H i
released from prison last
M.II and remains on parole, will
urn as a candidate with no party
affiliation for a congressional seal
representing Detroit's suburbs, an
associate sail I.
lack is in great spirits, and he
intends to do this, lie just hopes
lot some honesty in the government," said Ruth Holmes.
Holmes is Kevorkians longtime
iua consultant.
Kevorkian plans to focus on
prison reform and bringing

Ruth Holmes | Jury Consultant
integrity to the government,
I lolmes said.
She said the retired pathologist
was not available for an interview and would make a formal
announcement next week.
Kevorkian told The Oakland
Press (Mich.), which first reported
his plans yesterday thai his campaign was in a "formative stage"
and that he was running because
ue need some honesty and sincerity instead of corrupt government in Washington."
I lolmes said Kevorkian would
need to collect 3.000 signatures
by mid-July to be placed on

Ridge Manor Apartments

the bailor.
"That will be very easy for lack,"
she predicted.
Trie Oakland County seat currently is held by Republican Rep.
loe Knollenhcrg, who is being challenged by Democrat Gary Peters, a
former state lottery commissioner
who has been highly touted by
national party leaders.
Knollenberg. who first was elected in 1992, defeated Democrat
Nancy Skinner in 2006 with 51.5
percent of the vote despite outspending her by about 7-to-l.
I tanocrats haw targeted (he seal.
Both campaigns downplayed

Police end woman's 2-year sit-in on toilet
By Roxana Hcgvman
The Associated Press
WICHITA, Kan. — Authorities
are considering charges in the
bizarre case of a woman who
sat on her boyfriend's toilet for
two years — so long that her
body was stuck to the seat by
the time the boyfriend finally
called police.
Ness County Sheriff Bryan
Whipple said it appeared the
35-year-old Ness City woman's
skin had grown around the seat.
She initially refused emergency
medical services but was finally
convinced by responders and
her boyfriend that she needed to
be checked out at a hospital.
"We pried the toilet seat off
with a pry bar and the seat went
with her to the hospital," Whipple

a on?

the

"She was not glued. She was not tied.
She was just physically stuck by her body."
Bryan Whipple | Sheriff
said. "The hospital removed it."
Whipple said investigators
planned to present their report
Wednesday to the county attorney, who will determine whether any charges should be filed
against the woman's 36-yearold boyfriend.
"She was not glued. She was
not tied. She was just physically
stuck by her body," Whipple
said. "It is hard to imagine.... I
still have a hard time imagining
it myself."
He told investigators he
brought his girlfriend food and
water, and asked her even ila\ to

come out of the bathroom.
"And her reply would be.
'Maybe tomorrow,'" Whipple
said. "According to him, she did
not want to leave the bathroom."
The boyfriend called police
on Feb. 27 to report that "there
was something wrong with his
girlfriend." Whipple said, adding
that he never explained why it
took him two years to call.
Police found the clothed
woman sitting on the toilet,
her sweat pants down to her
mid-ihigh.
She was "somewhat disoriented." and her legs looted like they

Graduate Experience college life in
You deserve an UPGRADE!

.*Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Full cable - $207month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

■352-1520

*

Kevorkian's potential role in
the race.
Mike Brownfield, Knollenberg's
campaign
manager,
said
Kevorkian's campaign "doesn't
affect |oe Knollenberg at all. He's
going to keep getting tilings done
for ()ak 1,11 ii I County's families."
Peters spokeswoman Julie
fttrick said "anybody has the right
to run" but said their campaign
was "one of the top races in the
country as far as viability and our
ability to win here."
Oakland County I'rosecutor
Dave Gorcyca. whose office was
responsible for sending Kevorkian
to prison, said it was "probably
more of a publicity stunt."
'To Ccili attention to himself is
standard protocol for lack when he
doesn't have the limelight focused
CAR10S0S0RI0 I APPH0I0
on him. I would not consider his
candidacy to be a legitimate one," POLITICIAN: Or Jack Kevorkian addresses an audience at Wayne State University.
Kevorkian is planning a run lor Congress. He was released from prison last year.
said Gorcyca.

Condominiums for rent!

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650-$700/nonln P'us utilities
Washer and dryer hook up
One year lease minimum
.1 Bedroom

Excellent location hx BGSU (acuity
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub m some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

■ MORGAN SHUMATE
Hometown: Kent wood, Ml
Major: Physical Education
Class: Senior
Favorite Food: Chicken
Favorite Movie:
Save The Last Dance
Hobbies: Playing sports,'
Listening to music, Reading
Goals After Graduation:
Teaching and coaching soccer and track
What I do for Fun: Hang out with friends,
watch movies, and going to sporting events

— Want to be a Winner? —
Search for "The BG News" group at Facebook.com,
join, and take the weekly quiz every Friday.
Each week a winner will be selected.
■ Each issue ot The News has
a,trivia question and answer.

had atrophied, Whipple said.
"She said that she didn't need
any help, that she was OK and
did not want to leave," he said.
She was reported in fair condition at a hospital in Wichita,
about 150 miles southeast of
Ness City.
Whipple said she has refused
to cooperate with medical
providers or law enforcement
investigators.
Authorities said they did not
know if she was mentally or
physically disabled.
Police have declined to release
the couple's names, but the
house where authorities say the
incident happened is listed in
public records as the residence
ofKory McFarren.
No one answered his home
phone number.

SPORTS
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SIDELINES

Rockets 52 I Falcons 48

BG one and done at The Q
HOCKEY
Whitmore earns
All-CCHA award
Derek Whitmore. a senior forward on the BG hockey team,
was named to the CCHAs
Second Team yesterday by
league officials. Whitmore.
who has 27 goals, is the fourth
Falcon to earn All-CCHA
honors this week.

GOLF
Bay Hill not a
guaranteed win
for Tiger
Although Tiger Woods has
been on fire this season,
winning every tournament
he's played in, he's had a lot
of trouble at Bay Hill over the
years, dating back to when he
was only 15 years old.

Page 8
ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to The BG News
Sports Blog for live updates
during all of BG's MAC
Tournament games.
http://www.bgnewssports.
btogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
TOUGH BUCKET: BG forward Nate Miller (20) takes a shot in the paint last nighi dufing his team's loss to Toledo. The Falcons have lost their first-round game for the second straight year,

BRIAN BORNHOE FT

1960-NFLs Chicago
Cardinals move to St. Louis.
1949-Yvonne C. Sherman

Rival Rockets triumph in low-scoring game

wins the U.S. Ladies Figure
Skating Championship.

By Bill Bordcwick
Assistant Sports Editor

1948-Kentucky beats
Baylor for NCAA men's
basketball championship.
1918-The Montreal
Canadiens beat the Toronto
Arenas for the first-ever
NHL Championship.
1878-Oxford defeats
Cambridge in their first
golf match.

The List
Talented young pitchers are
all over the major leagues

"It's always tough when your season ends in
a loss. Only one team won't experience that

They accomplished their goal for
the game and still lost.
BG's game plan called for it to
slow-down the Rockets' transition
game as much as possible for the
best outcome.
The result was a combined score
of 100 and lots of missed shots.
Unfortunately for the Falcons,
they were on the wrong side of 5248 defeat at the hands of Toledo to
end their season.
"It's always tough when your season ends on a loss.'' said BG coach
Louis On. "Only one team won't
experience that, and that will be the
national champion."
"I'd like to give our guys credit,"

By Bill Bordtwlck
Assistant Sports Editor

and that will be the national champion."
Louis Orr | BG men's basketball coach

On continued. "It's really been a
grind this season and they hung in
there and did some good things."
Ultimately, BG did not do
enough good things to overcome
the Rockets.
As a matter of fact, neither
team really did that many good
things — Toledo did just enough
to advance tonight to take on topseeded Kent State.
The game was ugly, to say the
least.

Despite the loss, there's
hope for next season

Toledo won the game despite
shooting 30 percent overall from
the field and a bone-chilling 5 percent (1-17) from behind the threepoint line.
The Falcons were no shooting
stars themselves, shooting 35 percent from the field and 12 percent
from behind the arc.
"It's not pretty the way we win, we
See LOSS I Page 8

Another season and another
first round exit in the MAC tournament for the Falcons.
But this season capper brings
hope for next season.
The last season finale brought
about swirling coaching rumors
involving then-coach Dan
Dakich and a team that only
won three conference games.
This season capper feels different from the previous year's.
There will be no coaching
changes and no new coaching
philosophies to install.
Plus, this team does not fea-

ture a senior and will bring
everyone back to compete for
the MAC championship.
"Everybody, as a team, feels
the same way — we have to
come back harder," said BG
forward Chris Knight. "This
was a tough loss for us, and
now we have to go back to the
drawing board."
This game showed some
promise of what could be, and it
also showed the work t hat needs
to be done for the Falcons.
Otis Polkshowed he is capable
of big things with his 17-point
See HOPE | Page 8

these days. Today, we're listing
the top five pitchers under 25
years of age.

1. Felix Hernandez:

BG's second round playoff match-up will feature two familiar netminders

"The King" won 14 games for
Seattle last year.

2. Justin Verlander:
His 18 wins were the best
among Tiger pitchers last
year, and he threw a nohitter against a solid-hitting
Milwaukee team.

3. Scott Kazmir: His
15 wins and 259 strikeouts
say a lot about his talent,
considering how bad Tampa
Bay usually is.

4. Cole Hamels: He
was the staff ace on a Phillies
team that won the NL East a
season ago.

5. Fausto Carmona:
He went from getting shelled
as a reliever in 2006 to one of
baseball's best starting
pitchers in 2007. He won 19
games and finished fourth in
the AL Cy Young voting.

By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

n

Jimmy
Spratt
Made 591 total
saves this season
for the Falcons

"There's a friendship amongst those guys.
They knew each other before they went

For the two goaltenders in
[to Sioux City], and it's a good competitive
Bowling Green's second round
playoff game against the Miami
rivalry that has continued on to college."
RedHawks in Oxford, there is
more than the in-state hock- hockey in Sioux City, joining
ey rivalry between BG junior the Musketeers in the 2002-03
Scott Paluch | BG hockey coach
iimmy Spratt and RedFIawk season. In his first season as a
Musketeer, Spratt served as the
goalie leffZatkoff.
Bot h are nativesof Chesterfield, primary back-up, playing in 18 hockey, played well, posting an to Spratt due to his experience.
Mich., and they shared the goal- games and going 6-6-2. His sec- impressive 2.55 goal against and Spratt would go on to lead the
tending duties for the Sioux ond season proved to be his best .914 save percentage in 24 games. Musketeers to the Clark Cup
"Iimmy played a majority of Finals with a 6-2 record and a
City Musketeers of the United season in the USHL, as he won
States Hockey League (USHL) in 19 games including three shut- the games, but Jeff improved .919 save percentage.
2004-05. Spratt, who is a year outs . He was also selected to the significantly that year and we
Since their junior hockey days.
older, never played hockey with -USHL all-star game that season. turned to him in February. He Spratt and Zatkoff have faced
Zatkoff until their stint together
Spratt's third year in Sioux won, I believe, four or five in a off against each other five times
in the USHL; however, the two City turned out be ZatkofFs first row, and proved to start a rivalry in their collegiate careers, with
did know each other on a per- season in the USHL and the tan- for the No. 1 spot. That was a the Miami net minder winning
sonal level, thanks to their dads. dem helped spur the Musketeers good situation for me because I four of the meetings. Spratt's
"My dad played some senior to a long playoff run where they had two of them now who could lone win against his former
hockey, and he actually took finally fell in five games to Cedar step in there and win a game teammate came earlier this year
for us," said Musketeers head when the BG goalie stopped 25
over for Mr. Zatkoff, who was the Rapids in the final round.
During that season Spratt coach and general manager of 27 shots in a 4-2 victory. In the
former goalie of that team. So I
game, Zatkoff was chased after
knew him as a little kid," Spratt started the majority of the games, DaveSiciliano.
said. "I was more friends with going 24-11-3 with a .909 save
In the Musketeers playoff two periods when the Redhawks
him just because we lived near percentage leading to his second run that season the duo split were then ranked number one in
consecutive USHL all-star game. time in the first round, but the country.
each other."
Spratt left to play junior Zatkoff, in his first year of junior from then on Siciliano turned
However, this will be the

>

Jeff
Zatkoff
Miami junior led
the CCHA with 684
saves this season

first time the two face off in a
playoff game, as both have led
their team to the second round.
Zatkoff won 23 games, earning
his team a first round bye. Spratt
won in more dramatic fashion
in a thrilling game-three overtime win Sunday against Lake
Superior State.
"There's a friendship amongst
those guys, they knew each other
before they went out there ISioux
City], and it s a good competitive
rivalry that has continued on
to college," said Bowling Green
head coach Scott Palluch.
This season Zatkoff had the
better season statistically, earning CCHA second team honors
with a .932 save percentage and
1.70 goals against average.
See GOAUES| Page*
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From Page 7
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OLD HAUNT: Tiger Woods hasn't lost a tournament since the season began, but has had his share ol troubles at the Bay Hill course

Streaking Woods sets sights on Bay Hill
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

ORLANDO. Ha. - Tiger Woods
used to play like royalty on The
King's course.
Woods was a skinny 15-yearold when he won his first U.S.
lunior title at Bay Hill in 1991.
When his first hit his stride as
a pro, Woods set a record by
winning four straight years at
what is now the Arnold Palmer
Invitational, and the last one
was a joke. Despite dehydration
and the dry heaves, he won by
II shots.
So this would seem like an
ideal spot for Woods to keep alive
a winning streak that dates to
September, except for one thing.
As brilliant as he was during that
four-year stretch through 2003,
he has played like a court jester
ever since.
He has not fared better than
20th over the last four years,
his longest such drought of any
tournament in the world.
"I just haven't play well, simple
as that," Woods said yesterday.
"This golf course, you have to
play well on it in order to win
the tournament. You can't go
out there and slap it around and
try and shoot something in the
mid-(iOs here."

A year ago might have been
the low point. He hit into the
water on the last two holes, closing double bogey-triple bogey
for a 43 on the back nine that
dropped him into a tie for 22nd.
Then again, last year seems
like a lifetime now.
Woods has been unbeatable
since he was a runner-up to
Phil Mickelson at the Deutsche
Hank Championship outside
Boston, winning twice after that
to capture the inaugural FedEx
Cup. then starting his PGA Tour
season with an eight-shot victory at the Buick Invitational
and a record 8-and-7 victory
in the Accenture Match Play
Championship, and shooting
31 on the back nine to win the
Dubai Desert Classic.
This doesn't count in the
record books, but he also won
his Target World Challenge by
seven shots.
The last two PGA Tour victories put him at 63 for his career,
moving past Palmer — The King
— on the career list.
"We don't have time for me
to tell you what I think about
Tiger and his golf," Palmer said
Wednesday. "Because I think
that right now, he has got it by
the neck, and he's choking it.
And he should."

Bay Hill is the true start to
Woods' road to the Masters,
the first leg of a Grand Slam
that he has said was "easily
within reason." Next up is the
CA Championship at Doral,
where Woods has won three
straight years.
Bay Hill has been more fickle
— not just Woods' performance,
but the course itself.
Palmer was genuinely concerned a month ago when he
brought in top agronomists from
the country and himself looked
into a microscope to learn about
nematode. a type of worm on a
blade of grass that was killing
the greens at Bay Hill.
Sod was plugged on some of
the greens, and the PGA Tour
posted a notice last week that
greens were improved, but
would not he ideal. The early
scouting report was they were
fineon the front nine, a bit shaky
on the back.
Mainly, they will be slower
than usual.
"They are not very good,"
Woods said. "It's going to be
an interesting week on them.
You're going to see a lot of guys
hit good putts and they're going
to go weird ways, unfortunately.
But, hey — we've all got to deal
with it."

just try to find a way," said Toledo
coach Stan Joplin. "We just kind of
hang in there and find a way."
This was the type of BUM that
the lidcons wanted but were
unable to convert and had many
missed opportunities.
BG missed numerous layups
throughout the game, including
missing six shots on one possession in the first half.
It was just that type of game for
the Falcons.
They received a boost from
reserve center Otis Polk, who
may have had his best game of
die season.
Polk finished the game with
17 points, six rebounds and
three blocks.
"I think Otis |Polk| had a really
good game today," said Toledo
forward lerrah Young "He kind
of had his way with the pick-androll — for some reason he keeps
getting his career high against us."
l>olk had 12 points and five
rebounds the first time around
in the BG 69-58 victory on
February 10.
"I just wanted to play as hard as I
could and give my team a chance

HOPE
From Page 7
performance. But Polk's success came as a bit of an adjustment for the Falcons because, at
times in the second half, he did
not touch the ball for whole possessions at a time despite being
the team's leading scorer.
The team's one-and-done performance derailed any chance
of a MAC championship this
season, and it may have been
different had the Falcons been
able to be on theotherend of the
52-48 score.

GOALIES

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

advantage they may have gained
from the Rockets' poor shooting
Chris Knight was the only
other Falcon in double-figures
as he posted II points and
nine rebounds.
Toledo saw three players reach
double-figures — Jonathan
Amos tallied 15, Tyrone Kent
added 12 and lerrah Young
rounded out the double-figure
scoring by posting 11.
BG reserve guard Brian Moten
was voted the MAC's Sixth Man
of the Year. The junior was good
for 12.7 points per game during
conference play, which was good
for second on the team.
He liada team-leading 32 threepointers and led the Falcons with
a 51 percent field goal percentage
and a 44 percent three-point field
BRIAN BORNHMfT l-bBCNEW
goal percentage.
TRIFECTA: Three Toledo players scored
"He really matured and his conin double figures last night
fidence grew throughout the season." Orr said of Moten's play this
to win." Polk said of his perfor- season. "Offensively, he was great
mance. " The team came to me during the conference play — he
throughout die game and I just was the most consistent guy on
tried to score the ball whenever I our team."
could and play good defense."
Freshman loe lakubowski was
IWs brilliance Was not enough also named to the All-Freshman
on this night,
team along with Darion
ITic team committed 17 turn- Anderson of NIU, Steve McNees
overs and missed six of its 11 free of Akron, leremy Allen of CMU
throw attempts to negate any and Melvin Goings of BSU.

"It's tough to lose in the first round two
years in a row. Our ultimate goal is to make
it to the NCAA Tournament. We'll just have
to look forward to next year."
Jhs Polk! BG center
"Going into the tournament they were never able to clear
we wanted to build our own that first hurdle and now will
momentum — winning your look ahead to next season.
first game makes a difference,"
"It's tough to lose in the
said BG coach Louis Orr. "If first round two years in a
you can get that first win, any- row," Polk said. "Our ultimate
thing can happen — that's the goal is to make it to the NCAA
biggest hurdle."
Tournament. We'll just have to
Unfortunately for the Falcons, look forward to next year."

I ven though they share a
common history and friendFrom Page 7
ship, Spratt has downplayed
the fact his former counterpart
Spratt struggled this season in Sioux City will be defending
splitting time with CCHA all- t he opposite crease.
freshman team selection Nick
"You can't really think of it
Eno. Spratt had a .888 save per- that wav, it's just another game.
centage and 2.97 goals against Whether it is Jeff Zatkoff or Billy
in 16 games.
Sauer, it's just another goalie.

The fi rst couple times we played
against each other it was weird,
but were juniors in college now
so it's something we've done
before," Spratt said.
Spratt and Zatkoff continue
their rivalry this weekend as
BG and Miami face off in a bestof-three playoff series starting
Friday at 7:35 p.m. in Oxford.

Last Chance
Graduate Portraits!
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Next Week

Senior Portraits will be taken at
The Black Swamp Pub
in the Student Union 9am-4:30pm
FREE!
A free portrait session automatically gets your
photo in the 2008 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!

Make an appointment online at www.MySeniorPortrait.com
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Are you HONEST? DETAILED? ENERGETIC? and DEPENDABLE? A
locally owned Mighty Mouse Maid
cleaning bus seeking females with
above attributes for pt. time work.
Needed availability: btwn. 7:30amnoon, M-F Starting pay $7 per hr.
Call Cathleen 419-308-1595.

Do you want to make movies, not be
in them? Dream of making the first
Superbowl commercial that isn't totally lame? Know how to film, edit
and produce video and podcasts?
Want national recognition for your
work before you graduate? Huguley
& Associates is offering internships
in marketing, advertising and visual
media production for two national
web sites and advertising campaigns
that you be responsible for creating
For more information send a resume
and indicate your area of interest
and expertise to:
Subject Line: Ann Internship
at todaywithcindyOmac
Offices located in Bowling Green OH
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Classified Ads

LIFEGUARD: Part time: Must have
current Lifeguard, CPR and First Aid
Certification. Varied hours to include
evenings or weekends. Position will
be year round employment. Water
Safety Instructor Certification preferred or WSI training will be provided. Sunshine offers excellent
benefits, quality on-going training
programs, competitive wages and
potential for growth Apply in person
at Sunshine Inc of NW Ohio, 7223
Maumee-Western Rd., Maumee OH
43537. Applications accepted Mon Fri., 8am-4pm. For more information
and to learn about additional employment opportunities, please call
419-794-1368 or visit
www work4sunshine org EOE

419-372-6977
The HI. New* will not knowingly accent
advcrtlarmenli (hit dltcrlmlnale. or
cmrnurngi' discrimination again.) any
Individual or Kiimp on the basis ol race,
color OMd H'IIKIOII. nalloo.il "nw".
lal onrntatlon. dlMbillty. Maim a* a
veteran, or on the lusts of any othet icgall)
ptttti-ctc-Utatu*.
The Bti New* reserve* the right to decline,
ulstnimmii- or tfvtse any adverliietni'nl
atilh at llitisc found to be defamatory,
lacking in factual basis, misleading or false
In nature. All advertisements are sul>|ecl
to editing and approval.

Campus Events

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEYI Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach all land, adventure & water sports Great summer! Call 888-844-8080, apply:

Free custom Imprinted t-shirts.
Student clubs, teams &
campus events & programs
Details at www adongear com

SPRING DISCOUNT PACKAGES!!!!
Ytbtravel.com/jwin
INCOME OPPORTUNITY
CALL:419/290-78O4.

Personals
Kegs 'n Eggs at Campus
Pollyeyes on St Patrick's Day!
Open at 7am 12" breaktast pizza
& pitcher of green beer
Beer Specials All Day!! 352-9638

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to 5300/day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www.lohikan.com
CAMP COUNSELORS - Secure
your summer job early! We otler traditional day. sports, and specialty
camps (art. adventure, teen extreme
& outdoor ed.) Season runs early
June - late August Counselors must
be at least 18 yrs old: bilingual
(Spanish/English) skills desirable
Sites available throughout city including Powell. Worthington. Gahanna. Hilliatd, Pickerington. Canal
Winchester, Reynoldsburg, Bexley,
Whitehall, Hilltop, Grove City, Lockbourne & Circleville.
EXTENDED CARE - staff ate also
needed at most camp locations to
provide care and supervision of
school-age children before and after
camp hours {7-9 am and 3-6pm).
Visit
www.ymcacolumbus orlp
download an application, and learn
more Resumes are also accepted
through the addresses on the website, or call 614-224-1142 to get the
number lot a camp director near
your home EOE
Dancers Wanted!! Need $$$. Make
big SSS Flex schedules No experience needed . Must be 18 yrs. Call
419-476-9615
Eam S80O-S32OO a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCa,„lub.com
Get Paid To Play Video Games!
Earn $20-$100 to test and play new
video games www videogamepay
com

Seeking exp dependable & enthusiastic wait staff, bar help & cooks to
work in a one of a kind diner, located
with in a motorcycle shop Must be at
least 19 yrs., all hours avail. Apply in
person or send resume to Skeeter's
Diner. 10075 Watetville-Swanton Rd
Whitehouse OH 43571
Summer Camp Counselor for children w/disabilities. Must have strong
work ethic and be interested in making a difference in the life of a child.
S9-S11 hr.. 35 hr/wk, summer only. 5
sites in Summit County, Ohio. Must
enjoy outdoor activities. Visit
wiww.aikroncyo.org to download an
application from the Employment link
EOE
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday. March f9, 11 am - 3pm
Student Union Ballroon
Over 55 companies recruiting!
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFEI CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS - Children's
sleep-away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania. 6/21-8/17. If you love children and want a caring, fun environment we need Counselors for: Tennis. Swimming. Golf. Gymnastics.
Cheerleading, Drama. High 8 Low
Ropes. Team Sports, Waterskiing.
Sailing, Painting/Drawing, Ceramics,
Silkscreen, Pnntmaking. Batik. Jewelry, Calligraphy, Photography,
Sculpture, Guitar. Aerobics, Self-Defense. Video. Piano Other: Administrative, CDL Driver. Nurses (RN's &
Nursing Students). Bookkeeper.
Mother's Helper. On campus interviews March 26 Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff! Call
215-944-3069 or apply at
www.campwaynegirls com
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK FOR STUDENTS
Want men willing to learn to work on
wood floors including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the middle of August
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and floor
sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines
and aft work and applying gym floor
finish. We will thoroughly train you in
all phases of the work. Job pays $8
per hour You can expect between
40-50 hours per week Hours can be
flexible Must be punctual and reliable and willing to accept responsibility. Please contact Joe Koch,
419-340-6270 or fax resume to
419-825-1714

Interviewing for five summer seasonal positions to assist in grounds
maintenance and facilities cleaning.
Must be able to routinely lift 80
pounds and work flexible hours, 7:00
a.m. - 3:00 p.m., including weekends
Must be 18 years of age. possess
valid Ohio Drivers License. Pay rate
$8.00 hour. Send resume/references
to HR Dept. Wood County Park District. 18729 Mercer Road. Bowling
Green, OH 43402 by 4 30 p.m., Friday April 4. 2008.

For Sale
Clean pillow top mattress set, S150.
Brand new. in plastic with warranty.
Can deliver (419)514-4541.

ACROSS

For Rent
$315 FREE GAS. WATER, CABLE
2 subleasers needed in May.
Clough & S Mercer 216-402-5896.
* 3 bdrm. available in August
* 1 or 2 bdrm. avail. May or August
For more info call 419-354-9740
" 07-08 S.Y. MUST RENT
321 E Merry A 4-5 bedrms.
729 4th St 4 BDRM C/A W/D
307 5 REED 3 BDRM W/D GAR
Rooms low as S225 00
See Cam/Rentals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus
Avail. May or Aug. 1 yr. lease. S350
plus util (419)897-5997.

1. Doing nothing
5. Small piece
9. Wears out
14. Ballet move
15. ■
on Down the Road"
16. Universal remedy
of Paracelsus
17. Dolly
of "Hello. Dolly!"
18. Accordingly
19. Nervous and unable to relax
20. Large sum of money
23. Cork's country
24. Wealth
28. Mainstay
31. "What are the
?"
33. Tokyo, formerly
34. Radioactive transuranic
element
36. Be bedridden
37. Affectedly creative
38. Cooking meas.

12 month leases starling May 2008
613 5th - 3 BR House
S795 ♦ util
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
$900 +util
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440 +util
453 S Prospect A - 3 BR Apt
S675 ♦ util
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
12 month leases starting May 2008
1204 E Wooster St - 4 BR House
$1440 + Util.
837 3rd - 3 BR Duplex
S945 + util
613 5th-3 BR House
S795 + util.
609 5th - 3 BR House
S900 + util.
Smith Apt Rentals
419-352-8917
2 bdrm . new carpet, new windows.
$415 . 1 person $475, 2 people 818
7th St #5 (419)309-2001
2 houses on Derby Ave: Huge 4
bdrm., Ivg rm. plus 3 bonus rms. .
W/D hookup Zoned for 3. $775 mo.
plus util Avail. June.
Nice 3 bdrm., 2 baths, newer ranch
home W/D hook up. skylights No
pets
Avail
Aug. $900 mo
419-353-0326

Studios: from $309
1 Bedrooms: from $435
Move in February or March and receive
$100 off your first month's rent!
C/A, Pitt Wetcome
trttrt tan* IMSM Aval
41S-352-7M1
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Hours: Mam • 9pm Monday- Saturday
Delivery I Ism 9pm Monday - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3 & 2 bdrm. houses
S College
$650 per month, plus utilities Available Aug 419-352-4850.

4 bedrm.home 240 N. Enterprise.
Call for more information.
(419)867-1812

House tor rent.. July. 3-4 bedroom.

3 &4 BEDROOM HOUSES
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2458

426 E Wooster. Lg 1 bdrm. apt.
Avail. Fall S475/mo.. util's included.
419-352-5882

Pet Friendly!
Free Heat1 Free Water!
Varsity Square (419) 353-7715

3 bdrm newly renovated home, close
to campus Nice yafd Avail 8/1/08-7/
31/09 S812 mo (419)308-2406

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
www.bgapar1ments.com

Room tor rent in house. Quiet b/w
campus/downtown. W/D. cable.internet. Call 419-353-9696 for into.

3 bdrm apt. w/ 3 car garage Recently renovated. W/D. no pets. Max.
occup. 3 people Avail May for 12
mo lease. S650 mo. plus util. 419354-8146 after 3:30pm.
3 bdrm unit avail immed Also May
& Aug 08 1 yr lease 5th St. of
closer to campus (419)409-1110.

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525/month Full Year Lease

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
www.bowllnggreen-apts.com

\

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2 M-F
www.bgaparlmenls.com

$900 mo.
Call 419-308-9905

Subleaser needed! May -Aug.Fum.
room, private bathrm., tree internet &
cable S309 mo Copper Beech. Call
440-821-6420
Summer
2 bdrm.
campus
required.

rental only. 5/15 - 8/10/08
unfurn apt. 1/2 blk. from
$300 mo. includ util Dep.
419-601-1810.

Auto Detailer
We are looking for
'
a dedicated individual
tor our auto body detail
department. Duties include
reconditioning both new &.
used automobiles.
This position is part-time.
Mon-Thurs. evenings and
all day Saturday.
Must have valid drivers license
and clean driving record.
Please call 410-352-2553 to
request an application or
come in and apply to:

(From 11 \\\
RESERVATIONS

419-353-2277

Oscar
Bowling Green
Lincoln Mercury
Jeep Eagle
1079 N. Main, BG

163 South Main Street
Bowling Green
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Prefemd
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
wwwofBtorr0dpfoperti0sco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pat aiiowM)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom S Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-5
Srt: 10-2
530 S. Maple Si.

419-352-9378
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-delivery available

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

1-800-899-8070

ANSWERS

1432 E. Woottar, 66

Toledo/Northwest Ohio Area

www.homecltylce.com

39. European language
40. Code word
41. Person employed to
sell merchandise
45. ■
to Billie Joe"
46. Kind of film
47. Silver, in heraldry
48. Pertaining to Germany
50. "Mi chiamano Mimi." e.g.
51. Act of intervening
57. Bear
60. After-dinner selection
61. "What's gotten __ you?"
62. Plantain lily
63. No'
t final, at law
64. C it a ballot
65.
alcohol
66. Aardvark fare
67. Carbon compound

31. Attack
32. Business slumps
35." _ be a cold
day in hell.."
39. Case that identifies
Ihe subject of
a transitive verb
41. Watergate, e.g.
42. Em. to Dorothy
43. Partial paralysis
44." _ go bragh!"
49. Suggestive of mint
50. "Halt!" to a salt
52. European erupter
53. Curb, with -in"
54. Knowing, as a secret
55. "Beetle Bailey" dog
56. "O Sanctissima.'' e.g.
57. " Cried" (1962 hit)
58. Cnb sheet user
59.
Wednesday

(419) 352-4663

f 709 5th Street-^
APARTMENTS

1 -2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

Hand Addressing Envelopes
Marketing company in need of people to hand address envelopes
Make money from home, or work in
our Waterville office. Immediate opportunities available Please call
419-441-1005 and ask for Wendy, or
visit our website @
www.TomRichardMarketing.com

1. Misfortunes
2. Adjudge
3.
lamp
4. Disorder of the
central nervous system
5. Liberate
6. California border lake
7.
-friendly
8. Bowed
9. Sect founded in the 6th
century BC as a revolt
against Hinduism
10. Montezuma. e.g.
11. Elmer, to Bugs
12. Addis Ababa's
land: Abbr.
13. Diffident
21. Bounce
22 Language ol Lahore
25. Final transport
26. Inventor ol the stock
ticker
?7 Strait of the English
Channel between the
coast of Hampshire and
the Isle of Wight
28 Gob
29. Harangue
30. Part of the stamen that
contains pollen

Check out The BG News Facebook page Friday.
Answer all live questions for your chance
to win prizes and recognition!
Each issue has a question and answer (or Friday s quiz.

WORLD

1Q. Thursday. March 15.2008

Flu epidemic results in
closing of Chinas schools

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Recent deaths of U.S. soldiers in
Iraq bring the death toll near 4,000

By Min LM
The Associated Press

^ONG KONG - Hong Kong's
government ordered yesterday thai all kindergartens and
primary schools be closed for
Iwo weeks amid a fin outbreak,
shutting down classes for more
than a hall million students.
| The government also asked
one of its top scient ists to study
three child deaths over the
past week.
; The Education Bureau said
all kindergartens, primary
schools and special schools
Would begin the Easter holiday
early to prevent the spread o!
influenza in schools. The order
affected 1,745 schools, which
had 559,019 students enrolled
in the 2006-07 school year.
, Health Secretary York Chow
said the administration has
Seen a growing number of
people suffering from the
Flu, adding that bringing the
Easter break forward will help
reduce cross infection among
school children and calm
public fears.
"We estimate this peak season of Influenza will continue
for a few weeks," Chow said
during a news conference late
last night.
Earlier in the day. Chow said
Yuen Kwok-yung. who helped
study Hong Kong's outbreak
of severe acute respiratory
syndrome outbreak or SARS
about four years ago, will head
a panel of scientists studying
the recent deaths.
SARS infected 1,755 people
in I long Kong and killed 299.
It was not clear whether the
three cases were linked but
that he became concerned

NABIl AL JURANI
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BOMBING: A bus that was hit by a roadside bomb yesterday is towed away near Nasiriyah. about 520 kilometers (200 miles) southeast ol
Baghdad. Iraq. At least 16 of the civilians who were aboard the bus died and another 22 of the civilians weie wounded in the blast
KIN CHEUNG ! APPH0IO

MASKED: A siodeni wearing a mask as a preventive measure against the flu outbreak
leaves a school m Hong Kong Scientists are to study flu-related deaths.

after the most recent death
— that of a 7-year-old boy on
Tuesday — because five of the
victim's classmates have also
been hospitalized, Chow said.
The cause of the boy's death
has not been determined.
Officials have said that some
of his classmates were believed
to be suffering from the flu,
and the government closed the
school earlier this week.
The five classmates who
were still hospitalized were in
stable condition. Chow said.
No cause has been determined in the two other deaths
t hat occurred last week — girls
aged 2 and 3.
The deaths came amid
a series of flu outbreaks in
Hong Kong over the past several days. Health officials have
confirmed a total of six out-

breaks at schools, a hospital
and a nursing home for the
elderly since March 6,
The flu outbreaks also have
led to full occupancy at some
hospitals, while the number of
patients seeking walk-in treatment at emergency rooms
had risen 16 percent from
the same period last month,
Hospital Authority Chief
Executive Shane Solomon told
reporters yesterday.
None of the cases have been
linked to bird flu, which was
recently detected in birds in
1 long Kong.
Bird flu remains difficult for
humans to catch, but scientists
fear the virus that causes it
could mutate into a form that
spreads easily among humans
and trigger a pandemic that
some say could kill millions.

By Ryan Lent
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Three American
soldiers were killed in a rocket
attack in southern Iraq yesterday, bringing the number of soldiers who have been killed in
Iraq over the past three days up
to 12.
With the overall U.S. military
death toll in Iraq nearing 4,000,
the latest killings mark a significant rise in deadly attacks
against Americans.
At least 3,987 members of the
U.S. military have died since
the beginning of the Iraq war in
March 2003, according to an AP
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MARCH

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9, 2008.

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Oflenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with lull bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - $395.00 per month
One Year - $370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED

Three of those soldiers died in
a roadside bombing in Diyala, a
violent province where al-Qaida
in Iraq has been active.
The five others were killed
while on foot patrol in central
Baghdad. A suicide bomber
approached them and detonated his explosives vest. Three
Americans and an Iraqi interpreter were wounded.
The latest deaths came as
a group of Iraqi tribal leaders,
former politicians and intellectuals appealed yesterday to the
United Nations to take control
of Iraq in a move they say would
help U.S. troops leave the beleaguered country.

Sponsored by the BG News
Prizes donated by

ADMESS

We've got your next place! It RACKET
Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009

count. The figure includes eight
military civilians.
Navy I.t, Patrick Evans, a
military spokesman, told The
Associated Press that three soldiers were killed yesterday in a
rocket attack on Combat Outpost
Adder near Nasiriyah, about 200
miles southeast of Baghdad. Two
other soldiers were wounded.
The attack came a day after
an American soldier died when
a roadside bomb hit his patrol
near Diwaniyah, 80 miles south
of Baghdad.
Eight soldiers were killed in a
pair of bomb attacks on Monday,
the heaviest single day of U.S.
casualties since September.

CONTEST

bookstore

ENTER & WIN

Coming Next Week1

with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- AtThurstin.
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S465.00 pet month.
One year - S400.00 per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S395.00 per month.
One year - $350 00 per month.

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $410.00 per month.
One year - $360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - $435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - S410.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

tfsfcaP penWfl

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

uei at

Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - $540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year • $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

OllloTlMI

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. 1'' baths, dishwasher.
School year - $630.00 per month
One year - $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year • $560 00 per month.
One year - $485.00 per month.
Speak wilh m

FOREST APARTMENT- Napoleon
at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit

-,-JOHN

NEWLOVE
"jR.e#£ Sotote, Inc.

319 E Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
[located Across Fro'

Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon - Fri 8:30-5:30

Sat 8:30-5:00
www|ohrinewloverealestate com
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